**Arctic Oven Pipeline**

**Specs for the Arctic Oven Pipeline**

- **Area:** 67 square feet
- **Dimensions:** 12'0" X 6'0" with vestibules on both ends
- **Peak:** 4'4" peak tunnel style tent
- **Weight:** 19.5 pounds packed with poles and stakes
- **Pack Size:** 24" tall x 20" wide x 16" deep
- **Frame:** Expedition grade aluminum poles
- **Windows:** Screen window on one end of the tent
- **Sleeps:** 2 people with a stove

**Recommendations for the Arctic Oven Pipeline**

- **Stove:** Nu-Way Propane Stove Package (3500 Model) Propane Buddy Heater or similar model
- **Temperature Range:** Provides comfort from 90 degrees to -60 degrees
- **Cold Temp Performance:** When properly using a stove, the inside temperature of the tent will be around 70 degrees when it is -50 to -60 degrees outside.
- **Transport:** Dog sled, raft, airplane, snowmachine, 4-wheeler
- **Wind:** Superior high-wind capabilities when properly staked out.

**The Arctic Oven Pipeline is Great For...**

- Hauling to remote locations when weight is an issue.
- Hunting and fishing trips.
- Survival equipment for an airplane or remote location.
- Packing in tight locations.